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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
News
Forum focuses
on recruitment
By Pat Guinane
Administration editor
Faculty and administrators
offered a range of ideas aimed at
improving recruitment and retention,
including creating two new coordina-
tor positions,Thursday at the Fall
Forum sponsored by the Council on
Academic Affairs and the
Enrollment Management
Committee.
Improving Web sites throughout
the university and finding ways to
better distribute scholarship dollars
were just two of the suggestions made
after attendees viewed enrollment
data, heard conference reports and
participated in breakout sessions.
The importance of maintaining
detailed and easily navigable Web
sites from the university’s home page
on down to departmental and indi-
vidual faculty sites was emphasized in
Stacia Carrell’s presentation.
“Now, we know only 1 percent of
students don’t have Web access,” she
said. “They are most definitely get-
ting most of their information via the
Web.”
Carrell, a graphic designer who
works for University Publications,
said today’s prospective students are
more “tech savvy” and they look at
not only the university’s home page
but also individual department and
faculty Web sites.
Because Web presence is becom-
ing increasingly important in recruit-
ment, Faculty Senate Chair, Bud
Fischer, a biological sciences profes-
sor, suggested the university needs to
hire a full-time “Web master” to
coordinate Web sites throughout the
university.
“It took what, five months to get
(Provost) Blair Lord’s name on our
Web site?” Fischer said, halting
Eastern’s inability to provide consis-
tent Web site maintenance.
Attendees also decided that better
advertising of available scholarship
dollars can boost recruitment.
Psychology Professor John Best, one
of the forum’s presenters, said indi-
vidual university departments need to
do a better job of informing prospec-
tive students of potential scholarship
dollars that could manipulate the
tuition “sticker price” for students
who are considering Eastern.
“I don’t think it had to be much,”
Best said, noting that even smaller
scholarships could persuade students
to choose Eastern.
Frank Hohengarten, dean of
Enrollment Management, suggested
that a scholarship coordinator posi-
tion needs to be created on campus to
oversee what scholarship dollars are
available and how they are being dis-
tributed.
While better Web presence and
more readily available scholarship
dollars are two ways to attract more
students, forum attendees agreed the
need for more traditional recruitment
strategies still exist.
Alan Baharlou, chair of the geol-
ogy/geography department, said the
university needs to seek out students
and faculty who are interested in
recruitment and send them out “on
the road” to visit with advisers and
administrators at high schools and
community colleges. He suggested
analyzing the recruitment successes
Eastern’s athletics and honors depart-
ments have had.
Athletics can make a difference in
general recruitment.Kathlene Shank,
chair of the special education depart-
ment, noted how Virginia Tech’s
requests for admissions have doubled
since their former quarterback
Michael Vick, who was drafted by
Veronica Espinosa/Staff photographer
Bailamos!
Students have fun salsa dancing Thursday evening in 7th Street Underground.
By Hannah Goldberg
Staff writer
About 70 students learned how
to keep a “buzz” Thursday night.
French Fraker, member of the
Department of Counseling and
Student Development, gave a pre-
sentation on learning how to avoid
a hangover and still be able to drink
alcoholic beverages.
He said he wanted to teach stu-
dents how to drink alcohol in mod-
eration. Moderation, meaning hav-
ing one drink per hour, is what the
body can metabolize.
“Learning how to drink is learn-
ing how to recognize how much to
drink to feel good,” was just one of
the many key points Fraker made
during his presentation.
He used examples on how prac-
ticing how to drink and keeping a
“buzz” are two simple ways to avoid
a hangover.
He asked the students that
attended to voice reasons why they
drank. Some answers were: to get
drunk, relax, socialize, ease up, talk
to the opposite sex, and have more
fun. “Those responses are normal,”
he said. Fraker then went on to say
that all those reasons are called
desirable effects.
On the other hand, there are
also the negative consequences,
otherwise known as undesirable
effects, he said. Some examples are
getting a DUI, throwing up, grades
starting to suffer, spending more
money than expected at a bar, and
getting into fights or arguments.
One student asked what there
was to do about a hangover.
Moderation the key to drinking
Senate vows to tackle parking issue, police say no issue to tackle
By Jamie Fetty
Student government editor
Student Senate member Carissa
Brooks, University Development and
Recycling Committee chair, said in
her latest senate committee report
that she was concerned that more
parking permits were being sold than
there were parking spots on campus.
“That is normal. It happens every
year,” University Police Officer Art
Mitchell said.
Not every person with a parking
permit is here at the same time,
Mitchell said.Complaints received by
his office are usually related to people
not being able to park close to their
destinations or residences, he said.
“They complain that there’s no
place to park, but they don’t finish
their thought: ‘There’s no place to
park where I want to park,’” he said.
Mitchell said the O’Brien
Stadium lot and the Greek Court lot
between the Alpha Gamma Delta
and Delta Zeta houses always have
open spaces.
“We get just as many complaints
from staff as from students, maybe
more,” Mitchell said, explaining that
the more distant staff lots are also
home to empty space much of the
time.
He also pointed out that Eastern
is a “walking campus.”
“If you think things are bad here,
try U of I,” he said. “A lot of times
they don’t even bother to ticket - it’s
gone.”
Speaker of the Senate Joe Robbins
said that Brooks’ committee is trying
to get numbers on the parking situa-
tion.
Mitchell told The Daily Eastern
News that, currently, Eastern has
1,936 staff parking spots and 2,218
for students.Add to that 22 motorcy-
cle and 57 metered or handicapped
spots and the total rings out to 4,233
places to park on campus.
But, as of Oct. 18, a total of 5,837
permits have been sold, 1,547 more
than there are parking spots.
Of those, 3,230 are upperclass-
men, 1,047 are underclassmen and
1,560 are staff parking permits.
Mitchell emphasized that these
numbers will change during spring,
since permits must be renewed each
semester.
Robbins maintains that the
University Development and
Recycling Committee will tackle the
parking “problem.”
“We see a problem and now the
development and recycling commit-
tee will work on a solution,” Robbins
said. “We’ll try and make sure stu-
dents maybe have closer spots to
campus.”
This marks the third instance this
semester of senate members dis-
cussing, sometimes at length, issues
that are, in fact, not issues at all.
At their last meeting, senate final-
ly destroyed a resolution that pro-
posed warning people with signs that
too many false fire alarms raise
tuition. The legislation had been lan-
guishing on the table while research
began to show that false alarms have
no impact on tuition.
“We heard this from a reliable
source: vice president (for business
affairs) Jeff Cooley,” Robbins said.
Cooley, brought up the issue at a
meeting of the Tuition and Fee
Review Committee, Robbins said.
Senate members have been unable
to reach Cooley to discuss the matter.
“I am still trying to get in touch
with vice president Cooley,” Robbins
said. “Something somewhere isn’t
right.”
Confusion and controversy erupt-
ed from a rumor that Thomas Hall
was closing its dining center.
The DEN reported that senate
member Nick Skipitaris, chair of the
Housing Committee, brought up the
rumor at a senate meeting.
See SENATE Page 6
See FORUM Page 6 See DRINKING Page 6
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UB showsing flicks Saturday
By Jenny Johnson
Staff writer
Caramels, candy corn and
creatures are essential parts of
Halloween, but what would the
holiday be without creepy movies?
The movies “Candyman” and
“Pitch Black” will be shown on
Saturday in Buzzard Auditorium.
“Candyman” will play at 5 p.m. and
“Pitch Black” will be shown at 8 p.m.
“We see the Halloween
movies such as ‘Friday the 13th’
on cable a lot, so we were looking
for movies that were different,”
Ryan Rianchinso, University
Board movies coordinator, said.
“Candyman” is based on an
urban legend about a slave who
haunts the inner city of Chicago,
Rianchinso said.
“Pitch Black” is a science fic-
tion horror movie about a group
of people who crash onto an iso-
lated planet, Rianchinso said.
The Martians inhabiting the
planet do not come out of hiding
until the sun goes behind the
three moons, he said.
“Pitch Black” features Ben
Diesel, star of “The Fast and The
Furious,” Rianchinso said. “Diesel
basically got his big break from
his role in ‘Pitch Black,’” he said.
The UB will feature movies on
campus about once every other
week for the remainder of the
semester, Rianchinso said.
“Heavenly Creatures” and
“Legally Blonde” will play in the
upcoming weeks, he said.
The movie, “American Pie 2,”
is in consideration for the last
week of classes before finals,
Rianchinso said.
“We want to relieve some
stress and give students a fun
night before studying.”
forecast
three-day
today
Sunday
Saturday
65°
41°
partly cloudy
69°
48°
sunny
68°
50°
partly
cloudy
By Becky Carlson
Staff writer
The Symphony Orchestra will
dedicate a special musical piece to
the victims of the Sept. 11 tragedy
at a concert this weekend.
The program, “Bach, Beethoven
and Brahms,” will be held at 3 p.m.
Sunday in the Dvorak Concert Hall
of the Doudna Fine Arts Center.
The concert will open the
orchestra’s 2001-2002 season.
Under the direction of Richard
Rossi, the program will open with
the National Anthem and  feature
Beethoven’s Symphony No. 1 in C
Major and “Three Hungarian
Dances” by Johannes Brahms.
The Mixed Chorus will join
the Orchestra in the dedication of
Brahms’ “Nanie.” The selected
Brahms piece reflects an honor of
the deceased and is rarely done
because of its difficulty, Rossi
said.
Rossi welcomes everyone to
attend the program, which will
include almost 100 singers and 63
instrumentalists. Rossi said he antici-
pates the performance of the sym-
phony and chorus together to be
especially moving.
“The energy one can extract
from symphony alone is incredible,
but when it is accentuated with
voices, it’s even more brilliant. I
think people will find it to be a very
stirring experience,” Rossi said.
While Brahms’“Nanie” is based on
a lament when a person dies, the song
also holds personal meaning to Rossi.
“Back in high school, I per-
formed Brahms vocally at regionals,
and even then, I knew the powerful
nature of this piece and have always
wanted to do it,” Rossi said.
Ironically, although the musical
selections for this year’s program
seem intentionally timely and fit
the events of the Sept. 11 tragedies,
Rossi admits the music to be fea-
tured was chosen last year.
“I created and set this program last
year, but at a time when the country
is struggling for unity, this program is
appropriate and a great way to bring
people together,” Rossi said.
Tickets for the concert are $3 for
students and $5 for the public if
purchased in advance, and $5 for
students and $7 for the public if
purchased on the day of the event.
Tickets can be purchased by calling
the music department at 581-3010.
Alcohol violations
n Blazej Tondel, of Douglas Hall,
was arrested at 1 a.m. Sept. 1 in the
1300 block of Fourth Street for
driving under the influence of
alcohol, illegal transportation of
alcohol, minor consumption of
alcohol and reckless driving.
n Tyler W. Johnson, 20, of the 300
block of Seventh Street, was
arrested at 1:40 a.m. Aug. 30 in the
700 block of Monroe Avenue for
purchase or acceptance of alcohol
by a minor.
Battery
n Everett J. Bruner, 21, of the
1200 block of Division Street, was
arrested at 12:50 a.m. Aug. 31 in
the 400 block of Sixth Street for
battery, minor consumption of
alcohol and disorderly conduct.
blotter
police
Symphony Orchestra performs tribute
Monday
68°
51°
partly
cloudy
The energy ...from symphony
alone is incredible,but when
it’s accentuated with voices,
it’s even more brilliant.
Suhrit Dey,
mathematics professor, yoga instructor
“
”
Monday
63°
41°
scattered
showers
Tuesday
67°
51°
partly
cloudy
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Friday Night
X -- Crush 10  --   Close
All you can eat Pizza!
Only $1.00
$3.50 Martini’s
Saturday Night
DJ Spider 9 - Close
∆Ζ  ΠΚΑ  ∆Ζ  ΠΚΑ  ∆Ζ
∆Ζ  ΠΚΑ  ∆Ζ  ΠΚΑ  ∆Ζ
The men of
Pi Kappa Alpha
would like to thank
the ladies of
Delta Zeta
for being the
sweetest
couple at EIU.  
Homecoming was a 
wonderful time.
Love,
The Pikes
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Saturday
is 
Sweetest Day
Rose Special
1 Dozen Vased $27.95
Noble Flower Shop
2121 18th Street
345-7007
C h i n a  C a f e
716 Jackson
348-5941
Fried Rice, Egg Roll, & Drink
$5.45
Daily Specials
Ser
ved
Wit
h
•General Chicken •Beef w/ Broccoli
•Sweet & Sour Chicken or Pork •Chicken Garlic (spicy)
•Sesame Chicken •Mongolian Beef 
Carry Out • Delivery • Buffet
By Michelle Perez
Staff writer
October will be the last month
this semester students will have the
opportunity to purchase their rent-
ed textbooks from Textbook Rental
Service.
“We usually have the textbook
sale periods during October for fall
semester, and March for the spring
semester,” Carol Miller, assistant
director of Textbook Rental
Services, said.
The deadline is necessary so that
the Textbook Rental Service will
have a count of how many books
will be brought back, and the
amount of books needed to be
bought for the following semester,
Dan Klingenberg, director of
Textbook Rental Service, said.
The prices of the books are
reduced 10 percent for each semes-
ter of use, and the maximum dis-
count is 50 percent, Miller said.
“Students might want to buy
books so that they can write, high-
light, and underline the text. Also,
if they lose the book, they have to
buy the book,” Klingenberg said.
“Not a lot of students take
advantage of the sale; about 8 per-
cent of the books that are out are
bought,” Klingenberg said.
“Students can buy books when the
sale is over, but we have to order
them.”
He added that buying one or
two books at a time is more expen-
sive for Textbook Rental then buy-
ing them in bulk, because talking to
the distributor and  paying for ship-
ping and handling is necessary.
“In order to buy a book, bring
the book into the Textbook Rental
Office and the clerk will determine
the price for you,” Miller said.
Only checks and cash are
accepted, and a student ID is not
necessary, Miller said.
“We encourage students to buy
textbooks in their field of study, to
build their own personal library,”
Miller said.
By Meg McNichols
City editor
Local physician Kim
Fehrenbacher is in “very critical”
condition at a hospital near
Chicago after he was involved in a
one-car rollover early Wednesday,
said a nurse at St. James Hospital.
Fehrenbacher was traveling
home to Charleston after attending
a concert in Chicago with his son.
He was traveling on I-57 when his
car rolled over at 3:40 a.m. near
Matteson, Michelle Tufenkjian,
Illinois State Police trooper, said.
No accident report has been
filed yet, but according to initial
information, Tufenkjian said rescue
workers had to use the Jaws of Life
to pull him out of the wreckage, and
Fehrenbacher’s injuries were not
being considered serious at the
time.
He was taken to OSF St. James
Hospital in Olympia Fields, a
Southeast suburb of Chicago.
Rick Samuels, Eastern basket-
ball coach, and his wife are long-
time friends of the Fehrenbachers.
“It’s serious head trauma,”
Samuels said. “He has swelling of
the brain.”
He said doctors have him in a
deep drug-induced coma, which
takes some of the stress off of the
brain.
At 1:30 Tuesday he went into
surgery, Samuels said.
“The surgery is actually to take
care of other injuries — damage to
the jaw, an eye and teeth and a bro-
ken elbow,” he said.
Samuels said his wife traveled to
St. James to be with Fehrenbacher’s
wife, Patty.
“We’re close family friends,”
Samuels said. “Our kids have been
raised together; let’s hope our
prayers will be answered.”
Let’s hope our prayers will
be answered.
Rick Samuels,
Eastern basketball coach
“
”
Fehrenbacher in critical condition; family turns to prayers
Caitlin Bullis/Staff photographer
The Tricounts, a quartet that has been together for twelve years, perform
Thursday evening in the Dvorak Concert Hall for Young Men In Harmony,  a bar-
bershop concert. The group consists of Garry Nohen on Tenor, Tim Woodall on
Lead, Tom Woodall on Baritone, and Ron Leathers on Bass.
Textbooks for sale
CIA behind some of the
‘masterminds’ of  
terrorism
Manuel Noriega was on the CIA
payroll. Then he became too inde-
pendent, was demonized by the U.S.
media and Panama was bombed,
killing thousands of people in the
poor barrios of Panama City.
Saddam Hussein was put in power
by the CIA to eliminate the Iraqi
communist party, which he did very
brutally. Then he became too inde-
pendent and invaded Kuwait. He
was demonized by the U.S. media
and Iraq was bombed and over a
million people have died from the
bombing, depleted uranium and
sanctions.
Osama bin Laden was trained by
the CIA to fight the Russians in
Afghanistan. He became disillu-
sioned by U.S. policy in Saudi
Arabia, Iraq and Palestine and was
demonized by the U.S. media. Now,
the poor, starving Afghans must die.
Does anyone see a pattern here?
Maybe the problem is right here at
home with a thing called imperial-
ism or the desire to control other
countries for the profit of corpora-
tions.
Gary Sudborough
Bellflower, Calif.
Actions were wrong,
but everyone makes
mistakes
We are writing in response to the
editorial “Only idiots steal flags” in
the Oct. 16 issue of the Daily
Eastern News.
We would first like to apologize
to anyone we offended with our
irresponsible actions. We were
responsible for the thefts of two
American flags. We understand that
what we did is wrong and foolish,
but we would like to set the record
straight. The editorial stated, “Four
Eastern students were arrested in
connection with the theft of 27 of
those flags.”
We feel as a newspaper the editor-
ial board should know to check the
facts before writing an article. We
did not steal 27 flags, however, it
seems as if we are being held
accountable for all 27. The five
arrested are not all responsible to the
same degree, but we have all been
charged with the same offense. Each
of us accepts the charges and conse-
quences and are truly sorry for our
actions.
We also understand that everyone
is entitled to an opinion, but we are
very offended by the statement that
we have a lack of morals and a seri-
ous mental lapse. You do not know
us and it is not right to judge our
character by one mistake we have
made. We are good people and were
raised well. We were affected just as
much as the next person by the
recent tragedies in New York and
Washington.
Everyone makes mistakes, that
does not make everyone a bad per-
son. There is no “lost patriotism.”
The flags stolen were not disrespect-
ed or desecrated in any way and were
displayed with the utmost respect.
We were charged with the crime of
theft, not treason. In no way did we
mean to be disrespectful or offend
anyone; we just used poor judgment.
It has been over one month since
the incident. The VFW has forgiven
us and it is time for you to move on.
We understand this is a bad time for
our actions, however there are stu-
dents who have committed crimes
far more serious than ours. Why
aren’t their stories prolonged for a
month?
Katie Barkman
Senior marketing major
Colleen Coe
Senior speech communication major
Jaclynn Booth
Senior elementary education major
S e n d  l e t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d i t o r  v i a  e - m a i l  t o  c d s i e v e r s @ e i u . e d u
T
here is no amount
of education that
can teach someone
what war feels like.
While our country experi-
enced the worst act of terror-
ism on American soil over
one month ago, countries
around the world live with
war outside their window
every day, as many are right
now in Afghanistan.
I have been taught to feel war not through the text
books of history classes or from Tom Brokaw on the
television, but from a girl who has lived in fear her
whole life.
She is the strongest person I have ever known, yet I
have never met her.
Bojana Gajski is a 22-year-old Serbian who lives in
a town called Kikinda. She has been my pen pal over-
seas since I was 10 years old. At first it was fun to
receive letters and compare our lives, but when war
broke out heavily in her country, our friendship
changed.
Letter after letter would describe the terror in her
country – things I could never imagine. Her school
would be shut down for lack of oil and power to heat
and light the building. Her brother went off to war,
never knowing if they would see each other again. And
her friends began going off to fight.
After years of imagining this kind of terror through
the eyes of someone my own age, I realized that I was
living in a bubble. Imagining bloodshed on American
soil is something no one has experienced since the
Civil War. Yet there are tanks rolling down the street
in Yugoslavia.
As the years progressed and America became
involved overseas in Bojana’s homeland, our friendship
changed again. I was told on the television that we
were helping her country establish peace, yet all she
could see from Americans
was the bombing of hospitals,
bridges and the killing of
innocent people.
I’m proud to be an
American. Throughout my
entire friendship with Bojana,
all I wanted to do was bring
her to America so that she
could remember what peace
was like.
But now America is at war. I turned to Bojana for
answers, and this is what she told me:
“The only good thing from the wars was that I
know very much about world politics. Too much. The
years of war here taught me to love people even more
and respect every moment of peace as much as I can.
If you don’t open your eyes immediately, they will be
shut forever. How stupid most of the Serbs were to
believe Milosevic. When they opened their eyes it was
too late. Our country was already destroyed.”
It is hard for me to open my eyes when there is lit-
tle destruction to see in America. I can open my eyes
to New York, but the war is not here. It is in the
Middle East. And again I rest in the bubble of the
American government that will be protected against
terrorism.
I prayed for Bojana to know peace, yet now she
prays for me in every letter she writes. How can one
young woman be so strong in a life filled with destruc-
tion? Her faith in love and peace around the world has
carried around the world and has touched my life in a
way I will never forget.
All this from someone who I probably will never
meet — unless the world can be at peace.
A view from outside the American bubble
“Throughout my
entire friendship
with Bojana, all I
wanted to do was
bring her to America
so that she could
remember what
peace was like.”
Kristin Rojek
Associate Sports editor
Your turn
Letters to the editor
n Kristin Rojek is a senior English major and a guest columnist
for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
klrojek@eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR – The Daily Eastern
News accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues. They
should be less than 250 words and include the
author’s name, telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department. Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may
have to edit your letter, so keep it as concise as
possible. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern
News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920;
faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to 
cdsievers@eiu.edu
EDITORIALS – The Daily Eastern News prints
editorials that reflect the majority opinion of The
Daily Eastern News student editorial board.
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The residents of Sixth, Seventh, Eighth andNinth streets have concerns over students’loud house parties, but they’re no longerrunning to the police at the drop of a hat.
Wednesday night, residents and students of these
streets met to discuss concerns and find a common
ground.
Bob McElwee, spokesman for the residents’ group
Neighbors for a Peaceful
Neighborhood, should be
commended for leading
the meeting. Those who
attended, about half stu-
dents and half residents,
should be commended for
being willing to listen to one another and work together.
The permanent city residents and students should con-
tinue to work together and cooperate.
We’re all adults and we should act that way. Residents
should realize calling the cops won’t always be the solu-
tion to the problems they have with students. At first,
residents did act by calling the police, but then they came
up with a more productive option.
They decided to call a peaceful meeting for both resi-
dents and students to share their side of the story, and it
worked.
Both McElwee and one of the students in attendance
said the meeting went better than expected. A student at
the meeting said he expected a lot of finger-pointing, but
that’s not what happened.
The students and the residents talked and came up
with first-step plans to stop the problem.
Residents need to realize college students want to
have fun. College is supposed to be the best years of our
lives. College parties are going to happen.
However, students need to be considerate of their
neighbors. Students need to be aware their next-door
neighbors have young children who need to go to sleep
early on a Wednesday night because they have school the
next day, so the students shouldn’t throw a party or be
loud.
Compromises need to be made. Residents won’t want
to and shouldn’t have to resort back to tattling to the
police. Students don’t like it when the police show up at
their doors, so they should listen to their neighbors and
be considerate.
Meetings between the students and the residents are a
good idea, and good, peaceful communication should
continue.
Meeting a
great step
Neighborhood 
get-together
Neighbors for a Peaceful
Neighborhood held its first
meeting with much success.
n The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
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Today’s quote
“
”
The secret of being a bore is to tell everything.
Voltaire,
writer, 1694-1778
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
Eastern News
The Daily
Campus
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By Scott Miller
Staff writer
The Council on University
Planning and Budget will meet
today to discuss  bylaw changes
and possibly elect committee offi-
cials.
CUPB Chair Elizabeth Hitch,
dean of the College of Education
and Professional Studies, said in
an e-mail that nominations would
be held for the elections of execu-
tive committee chair, executive
committee members and members
of the budget transfer committee.
Nominations must be supported
by another member of the council,
leaving no guarantee that an elec-
tion will take place.
The CUPB will vote on bylaw
revisions “if it is ready to take
action,” Hitch said.
A change in bylaw language
headed the discussion in a CUPB
executive committee meeting in
September that was open to all
council members. During that
meeting, Hitch suggested the
council adopt language that did
not direct persons external to the
CUPB to perform duties.
Suggested changes in the
CUPB’s articles IV, VI and VIII
urged that the language used pro-
vide opportunities for the admin-
istration and the CUPB to work
together instead of the council
forcing the administration to act.
“The executive committee is
recommending the bylaw changes
because they believe the proposed
processes and procedures (in the
recommended bylaw changes) will
help the CUPB to function effec-
tively in meeting its mission,”
Hitch said.
The executive committee also
will present a proposed meeting
schedule for the year. The pro-
posed meeting schedule would
have meetings taking place at 3
p.m. on the following Fridays:
Nov. 9, Jan. 18, Feb. 15, Apr. 19
and May 17.
Today’s meeting is at 3 p.m. in
the Arcola/Tuscola Room of the
Martin Luther King University
Union.
By Lisa Flam
Staff writer
Tonight, students who attend
the Lighthouse can help the fami-
lies and victims of the Sept. 11 ter-
rorist attacks.
The Red, White and Blue
Dance will be held from 10 p.m. to
1 a.m. Friday at the Wesley
Foundation on Fourth Street.
There will be a $2 cover charge
donated to families and victims of
the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.
On Saturday, the same dance
will be held for junior high and
high school students in the
Charleston Area.
There will be refreshments sold
and foosball, pool and Ping-Pong
games will be available.
Campus minister Tony Fober
said that the Wesley Foundation
has provided  students with a non-
alcoholic alternative to the party
and bar scene at Eastern for the
past 14 years. The Lighthouse, a
techno dance club, is sponsored by
The Wesley Foundation and
offered every Friday night.
Lisa Chazich, a freshman ele-
mentary education major, is one of
the many students who is involved
with organizing the Red, White
and Blue Dance.
She and the other students
involved with Wesley Foundation
hope to use this dance to help the
people in New York and
Washington D.C., as well as
increase student awareness about
the Lighthouse.
“Nobody really knows where or
what the Lighthouse is,” she said.
Fober said the Wesley
Foundation is an interdenomina-
tional organization, supported by
the United Methodist Church.
“We are looking for places were
we can help and serve,” Fober said.
The dance is open to the public.
Lighthouse members
support victims of terror
CUPB meets to change bylaws and elect officers 
By Adam Switzer
Staff writer
The Residence Hall Association
tabled several proposed constitu-
tional changes at their meeting
Thursday night in Ford Hall.
One proposed change would
give every building and voting
complex at least one elected RHA
representative. This would give
every hall at least three voting
members on RHA. Currently, halls
with less than 100 residents have
only two votes in RHA.
Sarah Maeobach, National
Residence Hall Honorary Liaison,
said this proposal would give small-
er halls a greater say in RHA.
The other proposed changes are
for compliance with the constitu-
tion. They include wording
changes, such as changing the word
“hall” to “building or complex” in
several sections.
All of the proposed changes
were tabled for next week.
RHA also voted on five nomi-
nees for NRHH, whose members
represent the top 1 percent of the
leaders on campus.
Maeobach said NRHH mem-
bership is “one of the greatest hon-
ors” that can be attained at Eastern.
The five nominees are Mike
Ochs, Kevin Leverance, Tara
Whittington, Derrice Hightower
and Diana Montgomery. All five
were unanimously nominated.
Amy Grammer, president of
RHA, said that the floor would be
opened at the next meeting for
nominations for a new president.
Grammer said she will be graduat-
ing at the end of the semester.
Elections will be Nov. 8.
NRHH reps selected
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SLEEP IN, EAT OUT
Serving Breakfast
Saturday & Sunday
Until 2 p.m.
Come 
and
See...
7th & Madison  1 block North of the Courthouse 345-7427
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Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
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Tommy Boy
the NFL this spring, became
nationally known.
The other main issue
addressed at Thursday’s forum,
retention, wasn’t as widely dis-
cussed because Eastern has been
doing a good job of retaining
students.
Mary Herrington-Perry, assis-
tant vice president for academic
affairs, said  enrollment statistics
of the past 11 years show that
Eastern’s freshmen to sophomore
retention rate has “hovered
around 80 percent,” which is
higher than the 69 percent aver-
age for four-year institutions.
After the individual reports
were given and before attendees
had an opportunity to provide
feedback, the crowd separated
into breakout sessions to cover
the topics of admissions, reten-
tion and campus learning envi-
ronment. While admissions was
widely discussed by the audience,
the retention and learning envi-
ronment topics were mainly dis-
cussed by the panelists who par-
ticipated in the breakout ses-
sions.
The retention group focused
on two points. The first was
maintaining programs that are
working well, such as the
University Foundations Course
and continuing to have profes-
sors who are accessible and will-
ing to cultivate relationships with
their students.
The second point involved
improving faculty accessibility,
analyzing successful advising
programs and finding early inter-
vention programs to identify and
help students who may not be
persisting toward graduation.
The learning environment
group focused on identifying
signs that a student may not be
persisting toward graduation,
because students can drop out of
school without telling a single
faculty member. The group said
advisers need to be able to hear
signs that students may be losing
interest and help students stay in
school.
Forum
from Page 1
“A student brought concerns
to the senate,” Robbins said of
the Thomas Hall dining situa-
tion.
The rumor turned out to be
unfounded, and the DEN
retracted misleading stories and
fired the reporter who fabricated
quotes to support them.
“Our job is to look for prob-
lems and find solutions,”
Robbins said. “I don’t see the
problem with getting in touch
with students and seeing what
we can do, seeing what we can
change.”
Senate
from Page 1
Charleston Eagles Club
375 N. 14th St. Charleston
345-1612
F r i d ay N i g h t
6-8 Enjoy our fish & steak dinner
9-12 Live Band Crow Jane
Guests Welcome
Friday Shot Special
Every  Satur day
Every  F r iday
$2.00
Heineken and Corona
$1.50
$1.50 DomesticLong Necks
Coles County
Health Department
Free and Anonymous HIV
Counseling & Testing 
available by appointment only.  
Ask for Joyce or Judy
Monday-Friday 8:30-4:30 Ph: Mattoon 258-0830
Charleston 348-0530825 18th St.
No Reasons to make yourself look
pretty for your mug shot!
You are LEGAL this time!!
Happy 21st Birthday Alexis!
Love ya! Becky & Lana
AB looks at fee increases
Krishna Ignalaga
Staff Writer 
Apportionment Board members
discussed Friday a possible increase
in its portion of the student activity
fee for fiscal year 2003.
The Student Activity Fee is allo-
cated to the Apportionment Board,
Student Publications and Student
Legal Services.
As the meeting commenced,
AB Chair Jen Fanthorpe highlight-
ed the need to account for inflation
up to the amount of 3 percent.
In order to aid its discussion,
presentations were heard from two
of its subgroups, the University
Board and the Student
Government. A representative
from University Board highlighted
the organization’s need for addi-
tional money because of certain
projects that are being considered
and that will be implemented in the
future.
One major problem AB focused
on was the lack of social opportuni-
ties for students in and around the
area, reflected by the increase in
alcohol-related offenses. A rem-
edy to this problem was to increase
on-campus educational and social
programs.
The movie committee of the
University Board is expected to
need a higher budget for bringing
new movies to campus which have
not yet been released in nearby cin-
emas.
Another of its committees,
Public Relations, is planning on
publishing out a newsletter regard-
ing campus student activities.
Among other plans discussed
was the possible renovation of 7th
Street Underground into a bar-
alternative for underage students, a
project planned in collaboration
with SONOR and AGFC.
Meanwhile, a representative
from Student Government said
that although they were willing to
account for inflation, their needs are
still expected to be met at the cur-
rent budget.
Other subgroups of the AB will
not be asking for increases in fund-
ing: the Players Drama Club will be
receiving its funds from its ticket
revenues, while Sports and
Recreation will only need to receive
funds for its programming costs.
Upon hearing the presentations,
the AB discussed how the Tuition
and Fee Review Committee of the
Student Senate would allocate the
proposed student fee, noting that
nine other groups were eligible for
increased budgets. It was recom-
mended that a proposition of an
increase of $1 would be made to the
Tuition and Fee Review
Committee.
Fraker’s response was straight to the
point; he gave four answers to the
question.
First, don’t drink on an empty
stomach; second,take Advil or aspirin
right before bed; third, drink water to
absorb some of the alcohol and lastly,
exercise will get the toxins from the
alcohol out of the body quicker.
Fraker talked about other topics
dealing with alcohol, such as toler-
ance, alcoholism, and the mixing of
drugs with alcohol.
The main factor in avoiding a
hangover is learning how to drink,
meaning maintaining and keeping
the “buzz” going.
Drinking
from Page 1
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The Men of
S N
would like to thank the women of
A S T
for a great Homecoming!
Creature Double Feature
2250 Lincoln Ave. • Charleston • (217) 345-1545
Valid with Student I.D. only
$8.95 ADULT HAIRCUT
By Matt Meinheit
Staff writer
Eastern’s men’s soccer team
must feel a little like Dorothy in the
Wizard of Oz, because for the past
week, everyone’s been saying there’s
no place like home.
The Panthers (4-6, 0-3) have
lost their last four games, all of
which have been on the road.
Eastern started with a 7-2 loss to
University of Illinois-Chicago and
then started their Missouri Valley
Conference schedule with losses to
Creighton, Drake and Bradley.
“We have more confidence in
ourselves when we play at home,”
junior defender Bobby Ewan said.
“We don’t want to let anyone win on
our home field.”
The Panthers are hoping to turn
things around this weekend when
they host Evansville (5-5-1, 2-1)
and Southwest Missouri State (5-6-
1, 3-0). Eastern will have to be pre-
pared for two different styles of play.
Evansville tries to pound its
opponent into submission. In their
last five games, the Purple Aces
have had 14 more shots on goal
then their opponent.
“They play a similar possession
style of play that we do,” Eastern
head coach Adam Howarth said.
“Their defense has been holding up
well, more so than ours.”
Southwest Missouri relies on a
consistent defense anchored by one
of the conference’s top goalies. The
Bears’ Matt Pickens has collected
66 saves and two shutouts already
this season. Pickens and the Bear
defense have held their opponents
to a meager 1.20 goals per game.
“They are a straight forward,
direct team,” Howarth said. “They
will  try to make the game like a
track meet with lots of running.”
Another obstacle the Panthers
will have to overcome will be the
field conditions.After a week of cold,
wet weather, Lakeside field is soft ,
making it hard to consistently find
solid footing. The field is especially
wet at the south end that lies in the
shade of some nearby trees.
“The wind is really helping out,”
Howarth said. “Hopefully it will
dry out a little more before game
time. We will not worry about the
field as much as what way the wind
is blowing.”
By Matt Williams
Staff writer
Eastern’s women’s soccer team
hopes it can get back on track for
this weekend’s conference games
against Tennessee Tech and
Tennessee-Martin.
The Panthers (9-3,1-1) have lost
two of their last four matches and
have had trouble finishing their
scoring opportunities in each of
those losses.
“We want to get back to the level
that we were at at the beginning of
the season,” head coach Steve Ballard
said. “We have been struggling for
the past two to three weeks.”
The Panthers will be coming
into this game with few injuries and
hope to see the return of junior
midfielder/forward Terri Manser
who sat out the last two games with
an ankle injury.
“I would like to play,” Manser
said. “I’ll do whatever I can even if
it is just supporting the team from
the bench.”
Eastern will finish their last five
games on the road starting with
Tennessee Tech (10-4,2-1) on
Friday. “You have to learn how to
play on the road,” Ballard said.
The Golden Eagles are holding
on to a 16-game home winning
streak and may be the toughest test
for the Panthers.
“We know how good they are,”
Ballard said. “We are approaching
this as a game we want to win.”
Manser added that the Golden
Eagles’ streak will give them moti-
vation to play even harder. Revenge
could also give Eastern a little
motivation. Tech ended the
Panthers’ season last year in the
conference tournament with a 1-0
victory in double overtime.
“There is a little more emotion,”
junior defender Becca Traen said.
“We just need to get a win.”
Panthers host pair MVC games
Eastern hits road for rest of season
Elimination time
Men’s soccer
Women’s soccer
Rugby
By Raymond Keeler
Staff writer
Last minute decisions have
rearranged the rest of the season for all
the rugby teams in Eastern’s confer-
ence. Saturday’s game against the
University of Miami (OH) has been
canceled in favor of an elimination
game against Ohio State University  11
a.m. Sunday at Lakeside Rugby Field.
The Panther’s (2-3) are seeded
fourth for the regional playoffs, their
lowest seed since head coach Frank
Graziano took over the team. As the
fourth-ranked team, the Panthers can
have their spot challenged before the
playoffs begin. Ohio State has issued
the challenge.
Graziano had the option of not
playing Ohio State and agreeing to
play Miami, but with this new playoff
format, the game against the
Redhawks would have been the
Panther’s last game of the season.
“I had the chance to not play OSU
and to play Miami but ... it would
have been like throwing in the towel,”
Graziano said.
The possibility of being eliminated
is a new position for the Panthers, and
Graziano said he wants his team to be
completely ready for the all-important
contest this weekend.
“I’m not here to scare you,”
Graziano said to his team. “I want to
do everything to prepare for this
game.”
The women’s rugby club from
Ohio State is coming off a big 67-0
win against the club from Indiana
University. The Panthers also just
defeated the Hoosiers but with a mar-
gin of victory not as high. Eastern
won 37-0.
“Don’t worry about the points,”
Graziano said. “ If we can score 37
points against [Indiana] in the rain,
we can can score 67 on a dry field,
too.”
If the Panthers defeat the
Buckeyes, they will have a postseason
showdown with the women from
Marquette University on Oct. 28 in
Wisconsin.
Panthers host Ohio St. for right to playoffs
“It’s hard to defend against that
Northwestern package,” Spoo said.
“But we’ve seen that no huddle situ-
ation before (against Tennessee
Tech). So there should be very many
surprises at all, thankfully.”
Cornerbacks Kourtney Young
and Antwan Oliver are expected to
be back in Saturday’s lineup after suf-
fering injuries. Defensive back John
Williams remains doubtful, but will
be available to hold on placement
kicks.
Some Panthers will have revenge
on their minds Saturday afternoon,
as the Salukis stomped Eastern 38-0
in the last meeting two years ago.The
loss at O’Brien Stadium came on the
heels of Eastern’s ‘99 trip to Hawaii.
“I’ve hears some comments about
revenge. I think there’s some guys
that haven’t forgotten that game,”
Spoo said.“But that will only last one
play and after that it’s knock down,
drag out time.”
Sparks
from Page  8
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Panther Sports Calendar
Friday: Men’s soccer vs. Evansville at Lakeside Field,
2 p.m.
Friday: Women’s soccer at Tennessee Tech, 3 p.m.
Friday: Volleyball vs. Murray State, 7 p.m.
Saturday: Football at Southern, 1:30 p.m.Sports
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Offensive sparks may fly at SIU
Football
By Bill Ruthhart
Sports editor
Saturday’s non-conference game at Southern Illinois has all
the makings to be an offensive shootout.
The No. 9 ranked Panthers (4-1, 3-0) enter Saturday’s game
with the nation’s No. 4 efficiency passer anxious to let some fly.
Quarterback Tony Romo, a candidate for the Walter Payton
Division I-AA “Player of the Year” award, didn’t throw a single
pass in the wet conditions of last week’s 12-0 Homecoming win
over Southeast Missouri St.
“I think Tony would tell you he’s ready to do whatever it takes
to help the team win, but I’m sure he’s anxious to throw the ball,”
Eastern head coach Bob Spoo said. “We talk all the time about
not being one-dimensional, but that’s exactly what we were last
week. The circumstances called for that, but we need to get back
to moving the ball with some passes.”
Eastern also enters the game with tailback J.R.Taylor on a hot
streak.The junior rushed for 241 yards last week.Sophomore back
Andre Raymond ran for 89 yards on 16 carries last week. Unlike
last week, the flashy tailback will get the chance to run on a sur-
face more conducive to his running style at McAndrew Stadium
as the Panthers will get their first look at Astroplay, an artificial
surface with rubber blades like grass.
“It’s a really good surface and it should help backs that have his
kind of style.” Spoo said. “For the niftier, finesse-type back, this is
the surface they like to be on.”
The Salukis (1-4) enter the game with a flashy back of their
own. Junior back Tom Koustos is the 18th-best back in the coun-
try, averaging 122 yards per game. He needs just 257 yards to
become Southern’s all-time leading rusher.
“This is a good football team that can move the ball and they
have a running back who is a fine, fine football player,” Spoo said.
“He’s going to break the school rushing record in just three years.
That’s how capable he is. He’s a tremendous back.”
Southern enters Saturday’s game, coming off a narrow loss at
No. 14 ranked Northern Iowa. The Salukis lost that game 19-14
in the UNI-Dome. Southern’s other three losses have come to
Ohio Valley Conference foes Murray State and SEMO as well as
a 38-21 loss at No. 12 ranked Western Illinois.
The Salukis have been able to hang with tougher opponents
on the ability of junior quarterback Kevin Kobe and senior trans-
fer quarterback Madei Williams from Syracuse.
“They both are nifty guys,” Spoo said. “I can see why they
brought Williams in. He’s a big, strong kid who can run the
offense very well.”
SIU runs an offense similar to that of Northwestern in the Big
10. The Salukis use a no-huddle style offense in which the quar-
terback receives the plays in signals from the sideline.Bill Ruthhart/Staff photographer
Panther sophomore running back Andre Raymond rushes the ball in a game earlier
this season at Eastern Kentucky. The Panthers travel to Southern Illinois Saturday.
Volleyball
Second-half stretch
Panthers host, Murray State, UT-Martin
By Nate Bloomquist
Staff writer
Eastern’s second half of the Ohio
Valley Conference season begins tonight
against a team the Panthers are quite
familiar with - Murray State.
The match will be the 16th time the
two teams have squared off, with the
Panthers taking a 13-2 edge over the
Racers.
In the most recent meeting, last
month at Murray State, Eastern won in
four games.
The Racers have struggled as of late,
but have played well against some strong
teams in the conference.
Murray State (4-15, 3-6 in the OVC)
is second from the bottom in attack per-
centage with only .162.
The squad is led by freshman Kim
Cappa, who has the third highest kill
total in the league with 4.35 per game.
Tennessee-Martin will provide a
much bigger challenge for the Panthers
on Saturday. The Skyhawks (16-6, 7-2)
played Eastern to five games in their lat-
est meeting last month, but the Panthers
won.
Tennessee-Martin, the preseason
favorite to win the league, is in the top
five in each statistical category in the
league, and is in the top two in the all
offensive category. The Skyhawks biggest
weak point is on defense, as they are fifth
in the conference with 15.69 per game.
League player of the week, junior
Rachel Ahlers, leads the Skyhawks and
the conference with a .379 hitting per-
centage and 3.44 kills per game. Martin
junior Lindsay Vicknair is the confer-
ence’s best passer with 12.12 assists per
game.
Sophomore Heather Kea leads the
squad defensively with 3.43 digs per
game.
Sara Figiel/
Photo editor
Easterns
Marsha Hahn
tips the ball
over the net
in a match
earlier this
season as
Freshman
setter Lindsay
Perkins looks
on. The
Panthershost
Murray State
and Tenness-
ee Martin this
weekend at
Lantz Arena.
Matt Neistein
Staff writer
e-mail: mtneistein@eiu.edu
Top of the Key
What was
this guy
thinking?
In the opening sequence of theclassic (smirk) action flick “TheLast Boy Scout,” Billy Blanks
plays a running back who’s told by
some shadowy characters at halftime
to start scoring touchdowns or else.
So Billy pops some pills, heads
back out on the field and breaks an
80-yard touchdown run, following
the lead blocking of a pistol he pulls
out of his pants and uses to gun down
several defenders in front of a horri-
fied crowd.
This was the first thing I thought
of when I heard about New York Jets
safety Damien Robinson.
Last Sunday, Robinson was
arrested in New York for bringing an
assault rifle into the parking lot of
Giants Stadium before a game with
the Miami Dolphins. Apparently,
Robinson forgot he had a
Bushmaster .223, three 30-round
magazines and two boxes of ammu-
nition in the trunk of his car. He
claimed he had used it at a practice
range the week before.
“I think it was a bad mistake,” he
said. “I’m just trying to get over it.”
“Bad mistake” is an interesting
way to describe not only owning a
completely illegal, high-powered
weapon, but bringing it to work,
especially when your job has tens of
thousands of civilians involved.
Obviously, the Jets are a little
upset over the situation. They hand-
ed him a $30,000 fine, a one-game
suspension and ordered him to per-
form community service and under-
go counseling.
But we must remember this is the
world of professional sports, where
crime isn’t quite crime, it’s just mis-
takes. Ray Lewis made a mistake in
choosing his friends. Ruben
Patterson made a mistake in manag-
ing his domestic help. Daryl
Strawberry made a mistake in, well,
almost everything.
Now, if a 19-year-old unem-
ployed black man with sagging jeans
and no high school diploma was
caught with an AK-47 at Giants
Stadium, I don’t think he would have
been released on his own recog-
nizance, as Robinson was. He
wouldn’t have been allowed to go
back to work — Robinson took the
field against Miami that day.
And it sure wouldn’t have been
dismissed as a “mistake.”
In sports, they say the best
defense is a good offense. In the
courtroom, though, it looks like the
best defense is being a professional
athlete.
See SPARKS Page 7
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As everyone has probably
noticed by now, The Verge has
gotten a little face lift.
The Verge editors have
attempted to give the Verge a new
look and consistent style that is
hopefully easier to read.
W e hope you like the tweak-
ing we have done, especially
because of the amount of hours
we have spent in front of a slow
1988 Macintosh computer trying
to find something that looks
good.
While many of the changes
we have made to this publication
are not major, they are intended
to make The Verge more attrac-
tive and fun to read.
The first changes to look for
are on the front cover.
Traditionally, the front cover
has had the most interesting art or
photos and the biggest or funni-
est story for the week.
The front cover will now have
more art or photos to look more
like a real entertainment maga-
zine cover. From now on, the
cover story will run in its entirety
on page five with any additional
photos.
To have an idea of what will
be in The Verge each week, check
the bottom of the cover for a
quick index of where to find a
review or a story about your
favorite band.
The Verge nameplate, which
had been the same oval design for
a few years now, has also been
redesigned. The nameplate is
designed to look lighter and more
modern, not to mention that I
was just tired of looking at the old
one.
The concert calendar has been
moved from its usual spot at the
bottom of page three to page
eight. Concerts will be listed by
band with the routine informa-
tion like where, when and how
much underneath.
A slight alteration has also
been made in the movie and
music reviews. Instead of search-
ing the end of the story for the CD
or movie rating, it will be boxed
inside the story where it is easily
recognizable.
As far as the story content
goes, it will be the usual laundry
list of reviews, band stories, con-
cert stuff and funny features.
A big thanks goes out to
Linda Fraembs of Springfield s
The State Journal-Register for her
time and her good ideas in help-
ing us redesign The Verge.
Change may not always be a
good thing, but in this case it is
refreshing to implement a new
design while at the same time
starting a new generation of The
Verge.
The Verge first started in the
fall of 1976 as sort of a catch-all
guide for sports and entertain-
ment or whatever was going on
that weekend (like parents week-
end.) This is why the section was
named On the Verge of the
W eekend.
Since then, The Verge has
evolved to being focused mostly
on entertainment and what stu-
dents can get into on the week-
end. Over the years, The Verge
has had many different styles and
nameplates that have given the
reader a sense of what to expect
from the publication.
From looking at the new
design of The Verge, we hope
readers see an entertainment
magazine that is fun but still has
well-reported interesting stories.
I hope you like it! (If not, you
could always send me harassing
e-mail, but I m not changing it
back).
Amber Williams is a junior journal-
ism major and a semimonthly colum-
nist for The Verge. You can contact
her at anwilliams@eiu.edu 
“
”
We hope you
like the
tweaking we
have done,
especially
because of
the amount of
hours we
have spent in
front of a
slow 1988
Macintosh
computer try-
ing to find
something
that looks
good.
Just thinking. . .
A new look for The Verge
by Amber Williams
Verge editor
Weekend Horoscopes
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22). You
need to be productive this week-
end and keep in mind the tasks at
hand.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21). You
have strayed from your family
recently, get in touch with them
this weekend. 
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21).
You can lead an unhealthy
lifestyle, exercise and eat right
this weekend.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan 19). You
should think about what is hap-
pening in your love life. A new
person may be in the midst.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18). Call
up an old friend this weekend
and catch up on what has been
happening in their life.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20).  You
will run into a little good luck
this weekend. Have fun while
the going is good.
Aries (March 21-April 19). Stop
this weekend to appreciate the
little things in life. It is the details
that give life meaning. 
Taurus (April 20-May 20). You
have been letting life bother you
again. Concentrate on the posi-
tives.
Gemini (May 22-June 21). Get a
little introspective this weekend
and think about your life.
Cancer (June 22-July 22). You
have not been yourself lately.
Think about the decisions you
have made.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). Throw out
your typical plans this weekend
and do something out of the
ordinary. 
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). Let the
homework slide this weekend
and be a bum. Stay in your paja-
mas and watch television.
W arning: Amber Williams and Karen Kirr are only psychics in training, predictions may be way off.
Plush
Flowers, Plants, Balloons,
Royal Heights Apartments
1509 S. 2nd Street
Furnished 3 Bedroom Apts.
Dishwasher, AC, 1 1/2 Baths, underground parking.
Great Rates Call Now!  346-3583
$5.00
Attention New Clients!
Present this coupon at Hairbenders II. for $5.00 off
your haircut.
G o o d  f o r  1 s t  t i m e  c l i e n t s  o n l y
*must have coupon for discount*  
Only good with Carrie, Jill, Kadi, Jennifer, or Sarah
1820 McKinley Ave. 345-6363
CHINA 88
1140 Lincoln  348-1232
We
DELIVER
Dinner Specials  $5.65
Served w/ (2) Crab Rangoon or Egg Roll
& choice of BBQ Pork or Chicken Fried Rice
Includes softdrink
Hours Sun-Thurs 11am-9pm Fri-Sat 11am-10pm
D1- Sweet Sour Chicken or Pork
D2- Moo Goo Guy Pan
D3- Hunan Beef
D4- General Beef or Chicken
D5- Kung Paw Chicken
D6- Beef and Vegetables
D7- Chicken Chop Suey
D8- Sesame Chicken
* Indicates Hot & Spicy
*
*
*
Pumpkin Works
* 7 Adult Challenging Mazes
* Hayrides Through Our Woods
* Madhouse Museum
* Pumpkin Slingshot
50 Minutes from EIU (turn right at McDonalds in Paris) 
For more information call us at 
217-275-3327
Check out our website at:
www.pumpkin-works.com
only $2.00!!
Lucky 7
 at 
Shear P
rofessi
onals
Come in and see
how to receive a
free haircut!!!
503 Buchanan-Charleston 345-4449
Charleston Eagles Club
375 N. 14th St. Charleston
345-1612
F r i d ay N i g h t
6-8 Enjoy our fish & steak dinner
9-12 Live Band Crow Jane
Guests Welcome
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Alumnus learns new tricks
with debut country album
Alumnus Ray Miner seems to
have accomplished his purpose
with his debut album, which
mixes light-hearted country
tunes in a compilation titled
Old Dog...New Tricks.  
His voice resembles that of
Raul Malo, front man of the
modern country band The
Mavericks.
Miner is an Eastern Illinois
University alumnus. He earned
a bachelor s degree in junior
high education with a concentra-
tion in history in 1973 and a mas-
ter s degree in guidance counsel-
ing in 1981. Miner currently
resides in Rantoul, Ill. 
One of his many uplifting
songs, The Married Man s
National Anthem
proclaims, Theres nothin that
I m doin  today that I can t do
tomorrow/Nothin  anybody can
say gonna fill me with sorrow.
(The Married Man s
National Anthem)  is one of 10
delightful tracks on Old
Dog...New Tricks.   
Miner wrote all of the songs
on the album. The compilation is
similar to other country albums
because there is a variety of bal-
lads and dance songs. 
Miner may not have been able
to release this album without the
assistance of some much-appre-
ciated friends. One in particular
was very helpful with the song,
You Got Me Girl.
Scottie Ligon had never
heard You Got Me Girl  before.
He came in the studio and pro-
ceeded to play every single
instrument for the song. Thus,
every instrument you hear in
this song is Ligon,  Miner said.
The album begins with the
amusing song Sweet Miss
Tequila. 
In the chorus Miner sings,
Its one, two, three four shots of
tequila/Chasin  and laughin
and dancin  with la senorita.
The lyrics and the beat are simi-
lar to the Garth Brooks hit Two
Pina Coladas.  
The song I ll Take The Beach
And The Sand And The Sea  is
reminiscent of Jimmy Buffets
tropical style. Turn To Me  has
a rhythm and blues beat as well. 
The sweetest ballad on the
disc is the song Angel.  The
song begins: When I talk about
my baby/Words come falling
from above/ Cause my baby is
an angel/ She is the one I love.
Obviously, Angel  is about a
significant other, right?
Actually, Angel is not about
anyone. I was just pickin  on the
guitar one day and the words
came to my mind. My wife said,
I need to write those words
down!  Miner said. 
The song Angel  may
remind listeners of a Hank
W illiams song, while the song
Sweet Miss Tequila  has a more
modern flavor. 
As a whole, old and new
country songs can be heard on
Old Dog...New Tricks.  
OId Dog...New Tricks is a
great CD to pick up for all coun-
try music fans. 
Band to give a ‘Dreamy’ performance 
Berkley s Dream has come a
long way in just a short time.
The band started practicing
together last March and is mov-
ing up quickly.
Upcoming performances by
Berkley s Dream will be 10 p.m.
to 1 a.m., Thursday, Oct. 25, at
Stix and at 10 p.m. on Nov. 9 at
Uptowner.
Brett Vogel, rhythm guitarist
for Berkley s Dream describes
the band as one that entertains
sounds that will potentially
please crowds.
We do everything we can to
keep the audience interested
and make sure everyone is hav-
ing a good time,  Vogel said.
The band compares its style
of music to Dave Matthews
Band, U2, Jeff Buckley and a
band on the rise, Flicker Stick. 
The bands performances
comprise of 50 percent original
songs and 50 percent cover
songs.
We want to mix it up a little
so the audience can really get
into all of the music,  Vogel
said.
The other members of
Berkley s Dream consist of
Jonathan Miller as the lead gui-
tarist, Paul Rusiniak on bass,
Kyle Theiss on keyboard and
guitar and Jeremy Wendel at
drums.
W ithin the last two months,
the band has had shows in
Rockford and Wisconsin. 
They have opened for a
show at Uptowner and have
played for 4 o clock club at
Mother s.
We ve performed at Mike
and Stan s about four times. I
love being on the same level as
the crowd; it s been some really
good times,  Vogel said.
The band draws a mixture of
crowds that varies between col-
lege students and other young
adults.
We get into our music emo-
tionally and hope the crowd
can feel a little of what we feel
on stage,  Vogel said.
Berkley s Dream is all about
performing live, and while they
are having a good time, they
want their excitement to rub off
and filter into the crowd, Vogel
said.
The band usually starts off
their shows in a laid back man-
ner and then likes its final
encore to be the same song each
show, just a bit more intense, he
said.
Besides bar atmospheres,
Berkley s Dream played at a
recent charity event for the
American Heart Association.
by Kari Natale
staff writer
Submitted photo
Ray Miner, an Eastern graduate, hangs out with one of his fellow band-
mates.
by Alta King
staff writer
By Sarah Marinacci/Staff Photographer
The members of Berkley s Dream play one of their original songs during a
practice session.
Donna’s Hair Creations
Offering Haircut, Perms,
Color, Highlights and Facial
Waxing
located 1 block N. of Old Main 1408 6th St. Charleston
Hours: Mon-Fri 8-5 Sat 8-1 & evening by appt.
345-4451
Uptowner Bands
October 19-The Station
October 20-To Be Announced
October 26-The Grin (For Mally Flap Jacks)
October 27-Reverend Rob and the Blues Band
November 2-To Be Announced
November 3-To Be Announced
November 9-Berkely’s Dream
November 10-Catfish Jenkins
Rentals? Now & 2nd Semester!
W ood Real Estate
1512 A Street, P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
Call Today for details
345-4489
Jim Wood, Broker
independantly owned and operated
S i l v e r S t a r  S k a t e  C e n t e r
North Rt. 45, Mattoon  234-6667
Call us for private party info!
Friday night skate session 6:30-11p.m.
Admission $5
Student Special: Skate From 6:30 -10p.m. for $2
(with ID)
$1 Extra for skate rental
Stuck between a rock
and a hard spot?
Need Money???
ADVERTISE!!!
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Garbage CD more experimental, mixed up
CD
REVIEW
Shedding their post-grunge
and electronica skin in favor of
1980s kitsch value and 1950s
style crooning, Garbage has
emerged a far more experi-
mental but far less exciting
group on Beautifulgarbage.
W ith their third major label
release, Butch Vig, Shirley
Manson and company have
went in a much more eclectic
and much less mainstream
direction.
While their debut record
saw the band s music laced
with guitar-driven anthems
and their follow up, V2.0,
was a testament to the power
of a synthesizer
Beautifulgarbage  strikes a
far more dissonant and diverse
chord.
Tracks like the funky and
methodical Androgyny  hits
with a 1980s flair that is
unlike anything the band has
done in the past.
This amalgamation of 1980s
sensibilities is furthered on the
poppy and upbeat Cherry
Lips (Go Baby Go),  which
shows a whimsical side of
vocalist Shirley Manson, the
likes of which is rarely seen.
Manson again flexes her
lyrical and musical muscles on
songs like the soulful and
haunting Drive You Home
and the tale of dysfunction in
So Like A Rose.  
Garbage also shows shades
of its former self on tracks like
guitar driven and wah-wah
inflected Shut Your Mouth
and Silence is Golden  which
are two of the only remnants
on Beautifulgarbage  that
serve to show what the band
used to be.
Throughout the album,
Manson s sultry and incredible
voice carry her introspective
and insightful lyrics to new
heights, but many of the songs
languish in mediocrity.
While diversity in content is
an admirable trait on most
albums, it serves in this case to
be more annoying than it is
amazing. 
Though much on the album
shows a great deal of promise,
much of Beautifulgarbage
just seems out of place.
At their best, Garbage
sounds amazing on
Beautifulgarbage,  but at
their worst, their material can
come off sounding like bad
elevator music.
by Ben Erwin
staff writer Garbage
HHH
(Out of four stars)
Imagine yourself nestled between hun-
dreds of rhythm chanting, slam dancing
fans. Putting fans in a blissful frenzy is
what Rusted Root did Oct. 10 at its concert
at House of Blues. 
The band s two-and-a-half hour set gave
fans a chance to break away from the
trenches of life and drown themselves in
mystical African and Latino tribal beats.
The band strategically combined their
set list to give the crowd maximum enter-
tainment. Along with their growing list of
classics, Rusted Root also dipped into a
number of new songs.
Crowd favorites included Ecstasy,
Send Me On My Way,  Martyr,
Beautiful People,  Rain,  Cat Turned
Blue  and Back to the Earth.  Another
pleaser was a 20-minute jam featuring
three of the band members dueling on
drums.
Lead vocalist Michael Glabicki repeat-
edly affirmed his love for the city of
Chicago throughout the band s perfor-
mance. The group even stepped out for a
rare second encore.
Rusted Root s extraordinary sound can
best be seen through the musical talent of
the band members. This seven members
pride themselves on their ability to play
multiple instruments. 
This band can be seen as one that pos-
sesses the capability of incorporating gui-
tar, violin, bass, mandolin, drums, percus-
sion and flute into its shows. 
Rusted Root began assembling in 1988
when Glabicki and longtime friend Liz
Berlin focused their efforts on songwriting
and arrangement. 
By 1990, the two friends teamed up with
some recent graduates of the University of
Pennsylvania. The band has released six
albums altogether, which include studio
and live records.
The brief 11-show tour the band is
embarking on marks the first promotion of
the band s future album. No title or release
date on the new album has been decided
yet.
by Steve Baran
Staff writer
‘Root’performs classics in the windy city
Photo by Steve Baran/Staff photographer
Michael Glabicki, vocalist for Rusted Root, sings passionately during their show at
the House of Blues in Chicago. 
Photo by Steve Baran/Staff photographer
Shirley Manson, lead vocalist for Garbage, belts out a song at  a recent
concert.
MARIANNE’S
WHERE THE FOOD IS 
HOMEMADE!
Monday Night
Mic Night!
7-11 pm
Poetry plus Music!
Fresh Roasted Euro Coffee and Chai
Vegetarian Specials
Chicken or Tuna Salad
Wraps
Greek Salad
Homemade Soups
Bagels Variety
Spreads
European Desserts
Black Forest
Kuchen
Cheese Cakes
Brats, Sandwiches, German Fried Potatoes
615 Monroe, Charleston
Monday-Saturday open from 9am-8pm
Tan Lines
Open 7 Days a Week
345-5666
Through October
free bottle of Australian Gold lotion
with purchase of 200 minutes
in the Ultimate bed or 12 Power
bed tans or 20 Regular bed tans.
*Not valid with any other offer.
Back to
School 
Special:
American Beauty is officially open for business!
Tracie Rankin formerly of Hairbenders II
301 C W. Lincoln Ave.
Charleston,  IL 61920
P H :  ( 2 1 7 )  3 4 8 - 3 3 8 8
Walk-Ins Welcome
Bring in this ad for $2.00 Off your next service
Heineken & Amstil Light
presents 
JAZZ HAPPY HOUR!!
Quartets, trios, and duets-
Every Saturday 6:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
509 Van Buren
Featuring local and visting musicians$2 bottles of
Heineken & Amstel
345-2380
Happy 21st Jen!
Hey gorgeous - this
one’s for last night you
rock star!
Love, Rob
ADVERTISE!
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Bands,bars unite for  worthy cause s
In light of the terrorist attacks,
Central Illinois bands and tavern
owners have been teaming up to
assist the American Red Cross
and various other funds during
this traumatic time in the United
States, where relief donations are
imperative to the recovery of the
country.
Many bars are hosting benefit
shows or are designating a certain
night or a certain drink for which
the proceeds will go toward the
cause.
Uptowner Manager Jimmy
W ickiser said he and his col-
leagues have been discussing a
benefit show for some time now
and are excited about unveiling
and promoting the event in the
upcoming weeks.
We have this deal thought up
about a donation, but we haven t
completely thought through it
yet,  Wickiser said.
He said the plan entails having
customers put their signature on
a piece of cardboard poster out-
lined with an American flag.
W ickiser said the cardboard
poster along with optional dona-
tions will be sent to one of the
numerous New York funds.
(The benefit) will happen; it is
just a matter of getting it done,
he said. 
The Uptowner has also tossed
around the idea of hosting a ben-
efit concert, where the proceeds
from the cover charge would go
to another New York relief fund.
We can be pretty persuasive,
W ickiser said. I think we can
persuade bands to donate their
cover charge to benefit New
York.
W ith local band 11th and
Cleveland scheduled to perform
at the venue on Halloween,
W ickiser said he  anticipates the
band will donate the cover cost of
the concert  to charity. 
Restaurant and bar Gunner
Bucs recently followed through
with a benefit that saw a packed
house rock to the rhythms of local
bands Dr. Wu, Eleven Days and
Pop Rocks.
The cover charges and 100
percent of Budweiser Draft beer
sales (of the evening) were donat-
ed to the Hero s Fund in New
York,  said Doug Babbs, owner of
the Mattoon venue.
Josh Jones, lead vocalist for
Eleven Days, said he was
impressed with the supportive
audience that turned out for the
concert.
Performing a benefit show
was a rarity for the band, he said.
Eleven Days do not play a lot
of charity events, but with the
tragedy on Sept. 11 there was no
way that we were not going to
play for it, Jones said. I really
believe that music helps (people)
in times like these.
Music has the power to make
your day just a little better. Thats
why I am proud that we con-
tributed. The crowd knew the
reason why they were there, and I
feel like all of the bands that night
helped ease their minds for a few
hours.
Babbs said based on the suc-
cess of the benefit, he would not
be opposed to conducting anoth-
er one in the near future.
Nothing is planned right
now, but I would give another
benefit some thought,  Babbs
said.  
He said having the bands
come together and blend their
musical talents is  what made the
charity event a show-stopping
success.
Champaign s Canopy Club
also lended a helping hand to the
American Red Cross by hosting a
recent benefit. Manager Mike
Armintrout anticipated the club
will be conducting a handful
more in the future.
We are always willing to
help, Armintrout said. And
musicians are always willing to
help; it just depends on what they
want to do.
He said the club recruited
nearly 20 bands who volunteered
to play for free, with the stipula-
tion that all the money they raised
would go to one of the many East
Coast relief funds. Employees
also joined in on the act by donat-
ing their time and tips to the
American Red Cross, the charity
chosen by owners to mail the
proceeds to, Armintrout said. 
We were kind of disappoint-
ed in the turnout, but all bar pro-
ceeds and cover charges went to
the Red Cross, Armintrout said.
We feel it is our duty to provide
socially conscious entertainment
to the community.
Despite the low attendance at
the charity event, the concert can
be deemed a success based on the
fact that a total of $2,100 was
raised.
Friends & Co. owner Jason
Kottwitz said his bar took a dif-
ferent route to assist New York as
well as other charities that seem
to have been overlooked since
Sept. 11.
We just made direct dona-
tions, he said.
Not to downplay the inci-
dent (terrorist attacks), but there
are many other charities that need
to be funded.
Kottwitz said even before the
attack on America, charity events
have always been something
Friends has been devoted to.
W ith the annual day-long
Turkey Testicle Festival benefit set
to kick off  Nov. 10, Kottwitz said
he is ecstatic about the fact that
the concert will give the Coalition
Against Domestic Violence an
opportunity to be funded. 
The proceeds from the shirts
sold at the concert will also bene-
fit the CADV. 
Photos courtesy of elevendays.com and www.drwuonline.com
Top: The band Eleven Days played a benefit concert at Gunner Buc s recently and gave the proceeds to the cause in
New York.
Bottom: Dr. Wu also played at the benefit to raise money for those affected by the terrorist attacks.
by Karen Kirr
Associate Verge editor
Eclipse
Hair Salon
For a great salon experience call
Amy Black
Specializing in the latest haircuts and updos
348-6700
610 W. Lincoln Suite B
655 West Lincoln Suite 12
348-8123
A New Look
Wal
k-in
s are
Wel
com
e! Family Haircare & Tanning
Monthly Unlimited Tanning
-175 Speed Super Bed
-32 Bulbs
-3 Face Tanners
$30 per month
-175 Speed Super Bed
-30 Bulbs
$28 per month
$1.50 longnecks
$2.00 Coronas
Dos Equis XX
n o w
a c c e p t i n g  
$ 1 . 7 5
Burger & Fries
4 O’Clock Club
(all day long)
UB COMEDY
LAUGH ATTACK
PRESENTS
ERIC O’SHEA
Friday, Oct.19th
7th Street
Underground
9:00 PM
Free Show
Midterms bad....
laughter good
Waitress needed, lunchtime 11-2,
Monday thru Friday.  Apply in per-
son. China Cafe.  
______________________10/18
INTERNET PROGRAMMER to
develop internet site for local busi-
ness. Call 345-3479 and ask for
John.
______________________10/19
HEALTH FAIR PLANNING
COMMITTEE VOLUNTEERS
NEEDED! A great oppurtunity
for Health Studies, FCS,
Speech Communication,
Sociology, and Psychology
majors! Contact Eric at 581-
3912 or csesd@eiu.edu.
______________________10/19
HIRING FOR SECOND SEMES-
TER. part time and full time posi-
tions seeking candidates for order
entry.  Strong keyboarding skills a
plus must possess excellent com-
munication skills experience with
phone sales helpful apply at
Scholastic Recognition, 689
Castle Dr., Charleston. For direc-
tions call 345-9194.
______________________11/16
JOURNALISM AND ENGLISH
MAJORS.  hiring for 2nd semes-
ter proof reader/copy setters
must possess command of
English language and ability to
discern discrepancies in text
quickly and accurately.
Experience with quark and/or
PageMaker a plus. Apply at
Scholastic Recognition, 689
Castle Dr., Charleston.  For
directions call 345-9194.
______________________11/16
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas and
Florida.  Earn Cash and Go Free!
Now hiring Campus Reps.  1-800-
234-7007.  endlesssummer-
tours.com
______________________12/10
Attention CNA’s and Habilitation
Aides.  Work in a small home set-
ting with 5-8 children and adults.
No experience necessary.  Paid
training for dependable staff.
Positions available for all shifts
due to program expansion.  FT/PT
(6-10AM & 3-9 PM) positions
available for multiple shifts with
flexible scheduling.  1st, 2nd and
3rd shifts starting at $7.50/hr, for
youth program and $8.00/hr. for
adult program.  FT includes full
benefits pkg.  If you are a good
role model and enjoy working with
people, apply in person at 421
7TH Street, Chas.  EOE
_________________________01 
4 bedroom house now available
for Spring Semester.  503
Harrison.  Call (217)897-6266.
______________________10/19
2 BDRM APT AVAILABLE IMME-
DIATELY,  TAKE OVER LEASE .
ONE MONTH RENT FREE.
SECURITY DEPOSIT PAID.
CALL 2\348-3329.  LEAVE MES-
SAGE.  
______________________10/23
AVAILABLE FOR 2002-2003
SCHOOL YEAR: NICE FIVE
BEDROOM HOUSE, EXCEL-
LENT LOCATION.  $250/MONTH,
12 MONTH LEASE, CALL 345-
0652.
______________________10/26
4 Person townhouse, 21/2 bath,
washer/dryer, walking distance to
EIU, $900/month. 348-8201.
______________________10/26
2-5 BEDROOM UNITS AVAIL-
ABLE FALL 2002.  ALL
UNITSWITHIN 2 BLOCKS OF
CAMPUS.  IF YOU WANT NEW,
NICE, AND CLEAN LIVING CALL
348-1067.
______________________10/29
Early leasing for 2002-2003
school year.  Close to campus.
Furnished. Security/Management.
Call 345-2516.  (Our apart-
ments/houses are leased by
January 1).
______________________10/31
Want your own place 2nd semes-
ter?  Several options available for
one or two.  C21 Wood, Jim
Wood, 345-4489.
______________________10/31
AWESOME HOUSE AND LOCA-
TION!! #1 Orchard Drive behind
McDonald’s.  4-5 bedrooms
$995/month. 217-898-1514 or
217-344-0288.
_______________________11/1
NICE STUDIO 1, 2 AND 3 BED-
ROOM APARTMENTS, FUR-
NISHED.  CLOSE TO CAMPUS
AND BUZZARD.  SEPERATE
LEASES, POOL, VOLLEYBALL
COURT AND LAUNDRY.  LIN-
COLNWOOD PINETREE.  345-
6000.
_________________________01
3 bdrm apt., fully furnished, 9th St.
across from Buzzard.  For more
information, call 348-0157
_________________________01
2002/2003 SCHOOL YEAR.
NICE, CLOSE TO CAMPUS,
UNFURNISHED HOUSES. NO
PETS. $275 PER MONTH PER
PERSON. 12 MONTH LEASE.
345-3148
_________________________01
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom fur-
nished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives.  Call 348-
1479
_________________________01
OLDETOWNE APARTMENTS.
1,2, & 3 BEDROOM APART-
MENTS.  ALL APARTMENTS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS.  PHONE
345-6533 (OLD).
_________________________01
New 2 and 3 bedroom apt.
Furnished, utilities included.  NO
PETS!  2121 18th Street.  Call
345-6885 or 345-7007.
_________________________01
BELL RED DOOR APTS.  1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET
PARKING.  OFFICE 345-1266
OR 346-3161.
_________________________01
ONE MONTH RENT FREE!! One
block from campus.  4 bedroom
house. 773-230-8452
_________________________01
Now Renting newly remodeled
4BR house.  Also available 1BR.
Phone 276-5537
_________________________01
MOVE IN SPECIAL -ONE
MONTH RENT FREE.  2-4 BR
one block from campus.  $225 per
person for 2-4 people.
_________________________01
1 bedroom apartment 1 or 2 per-
sons, 1542 4th St.  Excellent con-
dition, all electric, c/a.  Quiet,
reserve parking, No Pets.  345-
7286.
_________________________01
2 Bedroom apratment across from
Rec Center.  Excellent condition,
all electric, c/a, parking, No Pets.
345-7286.
_________________________01
Keg cooler with wine rack and
gages and chrome tower.  Very
nice.  $600.  Call Tory at 345-
3994.
______________________10/19
Furniture Sale, Entertainment
center, 19” TV, VCR, Couch and
more. Call 766-6664 For details.
______________________10/19
2 Bedroom fully furnished apart-
ment available SP ‘02.  1427 9th
St.  OFF street parking.  $380 +
utilities.  345-3032.
______________________10/19
1 Bedroom, unfurnished aprtment
available to sub-lease December
2001 or January 2002.
Washer/dryer, dishwasher, handi-
cap accessible. $450/ month.
Trash included. Contact Charity at
217-348-3026.
______________________10/26
Kay Dee Ladies and Dates - get
ready for an incredible time at
Barndance.
______________________10/19
MOTHERS IS AVAILABLE FOR
YOUR FUNCTION.  M,T,W,F,S
nights. Also 4 o’clock clubs. DJ,
snacks, and juice bar provided!  Call
345-2721 9am-11am for details.
_________________________01 
70% of EIU students feel that peo-
ple moderately risk themselves
physically or in other ways if they
drink five or more drinks in one
setting.
______________________10/19
STUDENTS- Get your FREE FLU
SHOTS! Call 581-2727 to make
your appointment today!
______________________10/19
68% of EIU Studednts have never
smoked marijuana.
______________________10/19
FRATERNITY, SORORITY,
STUDEDENT GROUPS, CLUBS,
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS -
EARN $500-$1000 in easy three
hour event. No sales required.
Fund raising dates are filling
quickly so call today. Contact
campus info services at 1-800-
375-5701.
______________________10/25
THE BARBER SHOP: 21 STATE
STREET ACROSS FROM DAIRY
QUEEN.  PHONE 348-6395.
WALK-INS WELCOME!  HOURS
8-9 MTRF, SAT 8-12, WED 1-6.
______________________10/29
OVER 10,000 COSTUME FOR
HALLOWEEN, THEME PARTIES
& PARADES- RESERVE YOURS
TODAY! GRAND BALL, 609
SIXTH, CHARLESTON. 345-2617.
______________________10/31
BROADWAY BIZAAR COS-
TUMES:  Get ready for
Halloween!!  Rentals and acce-
sories.  1711 Broadway, Mattoon.
235-4844.
______________________10/31
FRATERNITIES-SORORITIES-
CLUBS-STUDENTS GROUPS:
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with the easy campusfundraiser.
com three hour fundraising event.
Does not involve credit card appli-
cations. Fundraising dates are
filled quickly, so call today!
Contact campusfundraiser.com at
(888)923-3238 or visit campus-
fundraiser.com
______________________11/01
ACAPULCO’S #1 SPRING
BREAK COMPANY.  BIANCHI-
ROSSI TOURS, wants you to Go
Loco in Acapulco!  Book Spring
Break 2002’s Hottest Destination
with the only company specializ-
ing in Acapulco!  Call 1-800-875-
4525 or log onto www.bianchi-
rossi.com  Travel Free-ask how! 
_______________________11/9
SPRING BREAK 2002 CANCUN,
JAMAICA, BARBADOS,
BAHAMAS, ACAPULCO, PADRE,
FLORIDA & MORE. FREE MEALS
for a limited time!! FREE Parties,
drinks and exclusive events! Visit
www.SUNSPLASHTOURS.com
for details or Call 1-800-426-7710
“IT’S A NO BRAINER.”
______________________11/27
ACT NOW!  GUARANTEE THE
BEST SPRING BREAK PRICES!
SOUTH PADRE, CANCUN,
JAMAICA, BAHAMAS, ACAPULCO,
FLORIDA & MARDI GRAS.  REPS
NEEDED...TRAVEL FREE, EARN
$$$.  GROUP DISCOUNTS FOR
6+. 800-838-8203/WWW.LEISURE-
TOURS.COM
______________________12/10
CampusClips
Help wanted For rent For rent For rent Announcements Announcements
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and
events will be printed.  All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by  NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may  be edited for available space.
The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: o Yes o
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only):
_________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP. Sunday morning
worship, 10:30 a.m. in Buzzard Auditorium. Are you look-
ing for a church on-campus where you can meet Christian
friends? Come join us for worship, a message, and donuts at
10:00.
PANHELLENIC COUNCIL. Ultimate Frisbee
Tournament, Oct. 20, 12-4 p.m. at the Tundra. Everyone
invited to join in the tournament. Frisbee, food, and fun.
CAMPUS BIBLE STUDY. Bible Study Oct. 19, noon,
Oakland Room at the Union. We are studying the book of
John.
WESLEY FOUNDATION. Red, white, and Blue
Lighthouse Dance. Friday, Oct. 19, 10 p.m.-1:00 a.m at the
Wesley Foundation — across Fourth Street from Lawson.
$2.00 per person. All proceeds will go to help victims’ fami-
lies of Sept. 11, 2001.
WESLEY FOUNDATION. Free Sunday Supper. Sunday,
Oct. 21, 5:30 p.m at Wesley Foundation. Come and have a
homemade supper with your friends.
UNIVERSITY ADMISSION TO TEACHER EDUCA-
TION MEETING. Saturday, Oct. 20, 1-2 p.m. in 1501
Buzzard Hall Auditorium. Studednts must formally apply
for University Admission to Teacher Education. This is done
by attending a meeting. Students who have not previously
applied must attend.
Classifiedadvertising
The Daily Eastern News
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Personals
Announcements
Crossword Edited by Will Shortz
ACROSS
1 One of those?
5 Buff
15 Words of com-
mitment
16 First pope
17 Salad fruit
18 Sunkist prod-
uct
19 Off yonder
20 Nailed down
21 Trivial pursuit
22 Football gain
24 Rub down
25 Art follower
26 Puts off
28 Instrument on
the Beatles’
“Within You
Without You”
29 Candidate of
1872
31 Cheerleaders’
finales
32 Long-___
33 Old galley
34 Certain recep-
tion
35 Rectors’ inferi-
ors
36 Saul’s general
37 Stir up
38 ___-humanité:
Fr.
39 Actor Herbert
and others
40 Range
44 Part of an 800
collect call
number
45 Flattops?
47 Inadvisable
action
48 Indian Ocean
part
50 Touch off
51 Stop on the
way
52 Asteroid land-
ed on in 2001
53 Hobo’s aver-
sion
54 Big name in
television
DOWN
1 Wine variety
2 Important
fortress in the
Crusades
3 Not just feud-
ing
4 Preparation for
confession
5 “Give ___ to
Cerberus”
(Greek and
Roman saying)
6 Growth in a
recently
burned clear-
ing
7 Colorful writing
8 Hands-on-hips
dances
9 Stevens of
TV’s “The
Farmer’s
Daughter”
10 Kind of page
11 Super ___
(video game
name)
12 Formerly
13 Makes a com-
mitment (to)
14 Their address-
es are not in
the phone
book
23 “Where Have
All the Flowers
Gone?” singer
25 Amateurs
27 Run
28 Took a hop
29 Travel far and
wide
30 Put back to
work
31 Breed
33 Crummy
advice
34 Bows
35 Wakes up
37 Temporarily
39 William ___,
chief of staff
for Roosevelt
and Truman
41 Cuba’s ___
Castle
42 Collection of
chapters
43 Stowe charac-
ter
45 Feeder fre-
quenter
46 Scientist who
won a 1977
Presidential
Medal of
Freedom
49 It may be
breathtaking
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
Puzzle by Manny Nosowsky
No. 0907
A I L E Y T O V B A W L S
C R E T E O L A A W A I T
H O M E G A M E S S A N K A
E N O G R E A T S S T E M
S N O F I N A L P H A S E
S I T U P S R I A D O N
O D E T O G A R E T H
B E A T T H E T A R O U T O F
A P A T H Y O M A N I
E K G I D S S T O K E R
P R I Z E T A B L E R E B
P O R T O G L E R S P A O
I N D I A R A D I O T A L K
N E L L S I D O D A R L A
G R E E K P E N A N T S Y
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16
17 18
19 20 21
22 23 24 25
26 27 28
29 30 31
32 33
34 35
36 37
38 39 40 41 42 43
44 45 46 47
48 49 50
51 52
53 54
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM BY MIKE PETERS
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Sean Puffy  Combs is a
sucessful businessman and
entertainer, but he just cannot
seem to keep himself out of
trouble.
P. Diddy, as he is now
called, has always drawn
attention to himself since he
first hit the tabloids in 1991.
P. Diddy s fame as a bad
boy  first began at a celebrity
basketball game when he still
worked for uptown records. 
P. Diddy was the promoter
of the game, but during a scuf-
fle at the match, nine people
ended up dead.
He is also involved in the
controversy surrounding the
death of Christopher
Notorious B.I.G.  Wallace. 
The Notorious B.I.G. was
the feature artist on P. Diddy s
record label, and rumors arose
after his death that Biggie may
have been killed because P.
Diddy did not make some pay-
ments to a street gang hired to
protect Biggie.
P. Diddy s worst incident to
date is probably the New York
City nightclub shooting that he
was accused of. 
It was a long battle in court,
but P. Diddy s famous celebrity
lawyer Johnny Cochran was
able to get him a not guilty
verdict. 
This was really good news
for P. Diddy, who would have
been facing some serious jail
time.
Another event that thrust P.
Diddy further into the lime-
light was his high-profile
breakup with girlfriend
Jennifer Lopez.
The word on the street was
they broke up only days after
P. Diddy sent Luther Vandross
to sing to her as a present for
Valentine s Day. 
Despite his troubles, P.
Diddy does not seem to let the
trial or the break up affect his
business affairs. 
He had an LP come out over
the summer, put out a movie,
worked on Sean John clothes
and can still party with the
best.
Although P. Diddy believes
what is in the past should stay
in the past, there may be some
more trouble for him in the
future.
When you break it down,
Sean Combs is a man who lives
off controversy. It is almost like
he needs it. 
So far, it seems like he is able
to beat any obstacle that comes
in his way. 
W e will see if he fails to rise
to a higher level, we may final-
ly see the downfall of the man
who calls himself P. Diddy.
“
”
When you
break it
down, Sean
Combs is a
man who
lives off con-
troversy. It is
almost like he
needs it.
TIM’S HIP HOP RAP UP
Sean ‘Puffy’ Combs loves controversy
by Tim Edwards
staff writer
MOVIE
REVIEW
Billy Bob Thornton displays
hilarious antics in new film
Bandits,  in theaters now
By Alta King
Staff writer
Joe? Joe, where are you
going?  asked Terry Collins in a
panic as Joe Blake hops out of a
stolen car parked in front of a
bank. 
You said we needed money,
states Joe calmly as he strides
toward the bank. 
Joe! Not now! Now is not a good
time to rob a bank. We are wear-
ing matching uniforms that say
Inmate  on them,  exclaims
Terry as he desperately tries to
persuade Joe not to enter the
bank.
That scene is a good example
of the hilarious dialogues and
amusing actions from the charac-
ters in director Barry Levinson s
film, Bandits.  The movie,
Bandits,  is a comic film with an
awesome plot, an excellent flow
of action and enjoyable charac-
ters. Bandits is a good film for
anyone who wants to laugh out
loud and enjoy a good suspense-
ful story.
The movie stars Bruce Willis
as Joe Blake, a strong knows
what he wants  guy; Billy Bob
Thornton as Terry Collins, Joes
hypochondriac partner in crime,
and Cate Blanchett as Kate
Wheeler, the bored housewife
who desires adventure  or at
least a husband who will stay at
home for once. Terry and Joe are
bank robbers who call them-
selves the Sleepover Bandits.
They share the dream of owning
a casino in Acapulco, Mexico. 
W illis portrays Joe Blake as a
tough guy with a soft heart . Joe is
a guy who knows exactly what
he wants and will stop at nothing
to get it. However, he does have a
charming side that is revealed
when he meets Kate Wheeler. On
Kates first night at the Bandits
hideout, she begins reciting the
Bonnie Tyler hit Total Eclipse of
the Heart  and Joe joins her. They
fall in love. Joe continues to be a
man who is out to get what he
wants, but Kate brings out the
soft side of him.
Billy Bob Thornton is hilarious
as the hypochondriac Terry
Collins. Thornton s character is
the reason for most laughs heard
in the theater. Terry believes that
everything is wrong with him. In
one scene Terry becomes upset at
some laughing prisoners. I have
tennitis! Do you think that s
funny? It sounds like theres a bell
tower ringing in my head ! He
mostly talks about his illnesses
throughout the film and he s very
funny.
Cate Blanchett plays Kate
Wheeler as a fun, but unfulfilled
woman who desires adventure
and a good man who appreciates
her. She is introduced in the film
when she hits Terry with her
vehicle. Kate takes him to the
Bandits  hideout. She ends up
falling in love with both men and
explains, Together, you two
make the perfect man.  
The plot of Bandits  is
intriguing. The film begins with
the ending scene and then flashes
back for explanation. The audi-
ence is eager to find out why this
happened. The Bandits  are
seen being interviewed by a jour-
nalist for the show Criminals at
Large  a few minutes into the
movie. Throughout the film, por-
tions of the interview are shown
as Joe and Terry are about to do
the action that is described. This
technique makes for a good plot..
Barry Levinson did a fantastic
job as director of the film. There
are many details in the film that
make the audience take notice.
This film is definitely a must- see.
Bandits
HHH
(Out of four stars)
DOONESBURY BY GARY TRUDEAU
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
Grammys will be staged for the
fourth consecutive year in Los
Angeles.
“We are so pleased to be here
in our hometown with our spec-
tacular partners — CBS, Staples
Center and the city of Los
Angeles — to announce that the
44th show will be in our back
yard,” said Michael Greene, presi-
dent of the National Academy of
Recording Arts & Sciences.
CBS will broadcast the three-
hour Feb. 27 show for a 29th con-
secutive year and Greene said the
network would continue its
Grammy affiliation through 2006.
Joining Greene for Thursday’s
announcement were recording
stars Mary J. Blige, A.B.
Quintanilla, Dave Koz, Shea Seger
and Tyrese.
The Grammys show has tradi-
tionally been held in Los Angeles,
but NARAS brought them to
New York in 1994, 1997 and
1998.
Nominees will be announced
in January.
NARAS, established in 1957,
represents more than 20,000
musicians, producers and other
recording professionals. It also
hands out the Latin Grammys,
which were canceled Sept. 11, the
day of the terrorist attacks.
http://www.grammy.com
Grammys to take place in L.A.
Like to review
movies or CDs?
Then write for
The Verge!
Contact Amber
or Karen @ 2812
The much anticipated movie
Training Day  beat out Bandits   to
clinch the top spot in last weekend s
top sale in movie tickets, and for good
reasons.
In Training Day  Jake Hoyt (Ethan
Hawke), a very optimistic young cop,
wants a high-profile job in the Los
Angeles Police Department s narcotics
division, but in order to get the job, he
has to prove himself to Alonzo Harris
(Denzel Washington). 
Jake has only one day, his training
day, to prove to Alonzo that he has
what it takes to make the division.
Alonzo, a brash, loud and decorated
cop, puts Jake through many early
tests. These tests include Alonzo talk-
ing crudely about Jake s family and
Alonzo forcing Jake to smoke PCP.
Throughout the day, the tests get
more and more extreme, and Jake starts
to realize that Alonzo is not what he
pretends to be.
Although Training Day  shows the
world through the eyes of Jake, the real
star of the movie is Washington, thanks
to his highly energized performance.
W ashington is known for playing
smart, dignified heroes in his movies.
Whether it be Coach Boone fro m
Remember the Titans  or Rubin
Carter from The Hurricane,
W ashington has made a career out of
playing characters people come to like
and root for. 
In Training Day,  Washington com-
pletely blows his reputation as a good
guy . 
Alonzo talks trash, harasses civil-
ians, drinks hard, sleeps around and
ultimately commits murder  and
does it all with a smile on his face. 
In portraying Alonzo, Washington is
the meanest, most corrupt L.A. cop
there is, and the performance ranks up
there with his best. 
Although Washington gets the very
flashy role, Ethan Hawke does a good
job with the thankless and generic role
of the idealistic rookie cop. Even
though Jake is the type of character that
has been included in countless other
movies, Hawke gives him a personality
that separates him from the pack. 
Hawke presents Jake as a man who
has principles, no matter what the
smooth talking Alonzo says. Hawke
also keeps Jake from becoming too
righteous and angelic, a trait that
becomes annoying in characters very
quickly.
The majority of the movie takes
place in Alonzo s car, portraying him
driving from one place to the next, so
the environment of the movie is very
claustrophobic. 
This way, the two central characters
of the movie have the whole screen to
themselves, which works nicely since
the movie is a character study of the
two of them. 
The director, Antoine Fuqua, keeps
the focus on both Washington and
Hawke and lets their characters shine.
There are few camera tricks or special
effects in the movie to take away fro m
the performances. 
W ith his unique style, Fuqua cap-
tures the feel of gritty cop dramas of
the 70 s like The French Connection.  
The biggest problem with Training
Day  was the ending. Throughout the
film, I was wrapped in the characters
and was wondering how it was all
going to work out in the end. 
The ending of the movie leaves the
viewer with plenty of questions that
yearn for answers. The film left me
with the feeling that the plot was unfin-
ished. 
Although the last 10 minutes of the
film attempt to give the viewer closure,
these scenes just felt tacked on and
rushed and really didn t answer the
problems the movie challenged the
characters with.
Training Day  is not a typical cop
film  and does not try to be. Action
scenes are sparse and occur in short
bursts, there is no Lethal Weapon
type humor and the only explosions
are the speeches Washington gives,
which come out like bursts of ammuni-
tion. 
The film is simply a very gritty char-
acter study executed expertly by
W ashington and Hawke, and it was a
treat to watch.
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CONCERT
CALENDAR
ELEVEN DAYS
9 p.m. , Friday
Gunner Buc’s
(Mattoon, 21 and over)
$2 or $3
235-0123
ABSINTHE BLIND
FLY FROM AUGUST
10 p.m. , Saturday
7th Street Underground
no cover charge
HARMONY RILEY,
SUPERMAN
9 p.m. , Saturday
Sneaky Pete’s
(Effingham)
$5
PROBABLY BOB
9:30 p.m. , Friday
Sneaky Pete’s
(Effingham)
$4
CHARLIE HUNTER AND
KELLER WILLIAMS
10 p.m. , Friday
Canopy Club
(Champaign)
$15
344-2263
THE STATION 
9:30 p.m. , Saturday
Uptowner
$3
345-4622
BAD WIZARD,
SALTWATER
VAMPIRES
10 p.m. ,Thursday
Friends & Co.
$3
345-2380
ENGAGEMENT 62,
SHIFTER, THE FAIL-
URES
5 p.m. , Friday
De Mars
(Mattoon)
No cover charge
X-CRUSH
10 p.m. , Friday
Stix
$5
345-7849
11TH AND CLEVE-
LAND
9:30 p.m. ,Wednesday
Uptowner
$1
345-4622
‘Training Day’ earns box office honors
CD
REVIEW
“Training Day”
HHH
(Out of four stars)
Photo courtesy of movies.yahoo.com
Denzel Washington (front) and Ethan Hawke play Los Angeles police officers in the movie Training
Day.
by Ryan Rinchiuso
staff writer
